The Yeast Proteome Database (YPD): a model for the organization and presentation of genome-wide functional data
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ABSTRACT

The Yeast Proteome Database (YPD) is a model for the organization and presentation of comprehensive protein information. Based on the detailed curation of the scientific literature for the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, YPD contains more than 50,000 annotations lines derived from the review of 8500 research publications. The information concerning each of the ∼6100 yeast proteins is structured around a convenient one-page format, the Yeast Protein Report, with additional information provided as pop-up windows. Protein classification schema have been revised this year, defining each protein’s cellular role, function and pathway, and adding a Functional Abstract to the Yeast Protein Report. These changes provide the user with a succinct summary of the protein’s function and its place in the biology of the cell, and they enhance the power of YPD Search functions. Precalculated sequence alignments have been added, to provide a crossover point for comparative genomics. The first transcript profiling data has been integrated into the YPD Protein Reports, providing the framework for the presentation of genome-wide functional data. The Yeast Proteome Database can be accessed on the Web at http://www.proteome.com/YPDhome.html

INTRODUCTION

The Yeast Proteome Database (YPD™) is the first annotated proteome database for any organism (1). YPD is annotated by in-depth curation of the research literature, and it is a proteome database because it contains entries for each known or predicted protein of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. YPD tabulates a variety of properties, functions and interactions of the proteins. It contains more than 50,000 annotation lines derived from a review of the scientific findings contained in 8500 articles. The information for each of the approximately 6100 yeast proteins is presented in a convenient one-page format, the Yeast Protein Report (Fig. 1). From the Report page, users can display pop-up windows with more detailed information or descriptions, such as the full protein sequence, protein–protein interactions, regulation of gene expression, protein modifications and sequence alignments with proteins from humans and model organisms. YPD is fully searchable, by gene name or synonym, by any keyword that appears in the annotation lines, or by any curated or calculated protein property. YPD is still growing rapidly, and will soon be a repository of the curated information from the entire research literature on yeast proteins. YPD is a heavily used resource on the World-Wide Web (http://www.proteome.com/YPDhome.html), where it is accessed by more than 2500 different academic users each week. This article summarizes the progress of YPD in curating the literature, highlights the features added to YPD over the last year and introduces areas that will be expanded in the next year.

THE GROWTH OF YPD CURATION

The annotations and properties contained in YPD are written by a staff of PhD level curators experienced in yeast research. The curatorial staff has read and annotated 8500 research articles, including nearly 3500 in the last year. Curation has accelerated to about 400 research papers every month, and with special emphasis on new articles, YPD curates more than 80% of the current literature on yeast proteins within two months of publication.

Since YPD tracks the full body of scientific publication on yeast proteins, we are in a unique position to measure the nature and progress of yeast science. The yeast scientific community continues to expand their scope. As an indicator, YPD tracks the numbers of yeast proteins that have an assigned function, as determined by genetic or biochemical experiments, as well as those proteins with a function predicted by sequence homology, and the remaining uncharacterized proteins (Table 1). In 1998 yeast researchers passed the milestone of having characterized half of the yeast proteome. Already, the phenotype is known for the disruption of 2692 genes, or 44% of the genome (tested at least as to viability). The number of proteins studied and reported on during the year was 1669 yeast proteins in 1995, 1787 proteins in 1996 and 2188 proteins in 1997. Clearly the scope of yeast protein research is expanding, and experimental data concerning more than a third of the yeast proteome is published each year.
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Figure 1. A representative YPD Yeast Protein Report page describing the plasma membrane ATPase encoded by the PMA1 gene. Users can access this page via the World Wide Web at http://www.proteome.com/YPD/PMA1.html. The page includes a YPD Title Line which is the best short description for the function of the protein (uppermost), a table of protein properties (immediately below the YPD Title Line), annotations from the curated literature sorted by topic headings (main body, not completely shown) and the list of references (below the annotations, not shown). Details of protein properties are provided by pop-up windows. The new properties Cellular Role and Pathway, as well as the new annotation topic Functional Abstract provides users with a brief synopsis of the nature and function of the protein.

NEW FEATURES TO YPD

YPD is now based in a relational (Oracle) format which affords major improvements in the structuring of search queries. Another major advantage will be the enforcement of a controlled vocabulary for discussing protein roles, functions, subcellular localizations, modifications, complexes, pathways, genetic regulators and phenotypes of associated mutations.

Table 1. Growth of YPD content by release number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YPD release</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Total proteins</th>
<th>Known function$^a$</th>
<th>Similarity$^b$</th>
<th>Unknown function$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Nov. 23, 1994</td>
<td>3020</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Dec. 8, 1994</td>
<td>3142</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Feb. 1, 1995</td>
<td>3512</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>1117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Jun. 6, 1995</td>
<td>4046</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>1428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Jul. 7, 1995</td>
<td>4305</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>1564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Nov. 30, 1995</td>
<td>4559</td>
<td>2187</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Aug. 3, 1996</td>
<td>6021</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>1231</td>
<td>2421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>Jan. 21, 1997</td>
<td>6045</td>
<td>2507</td>
<td>1192</td>
<td>2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>Jan. 6, 1998</td>
<td>6096</td>
<td>2837</td>
<td>1067</td>
<td>2192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 1998</td>
<td>6085</td>
<td>3094</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Proteins characterized through genetic or biochemical experiments.
$^b$Proteins that have not been characterized but have sequence similarity to characterized proteins.
$^c$Proteins of unknown function.

YPD has expanded the classification scheme for proteins, to better define the proteins for the reader and to allow more powerful searches. These data are displayed together in an expanded Properties table, designed to provide a comprehensive but brief profile of each protein for the reader to orient themselves before proceeding to the more detailed annotation lines (Fig. 1). A Cellular Role assigns the protein to one or more essential cellular processes. The Functional Categories have been expanded to better define protein activities. Where appropriate, proteins are assigned to a Pathway defined by biochemistry, genetics or cell biology. In addition, a new annotation topic, the ‘Functional Abstract’ has been introduced. The Functional Abstract is a distillation of the most relevant knowledge which describes each protein’s function. With these new features, the reader will have a more comprehensive understanding of the protein’s function and its role in cell biology.

GUIDING COMPARATIVE GENOMICS THROUGH RICH PROTEIN CONNECTIONS

Yeast is likely to be the first cell where the function of every protein is understood. Already more than half of yeast proteins have been characterized (Table 1). The true power of a comprehensive, model proteome database is to fill in the gaps in the fragmentary data from other organisms. YPD serves that role, allowing researchers studying other organisms to better understand proteins of interest by investigating their yeast homologs. Tracing the links from one yeast protein to all those proteins with which it interacts allows scientists to predict the homolog’s function and interaction in other organisms. As an entry point for comparative genomic analysis, YPD now provides sequence alignments on the Related Genes pop-up window. Alignments are based on the BLAST program (2) with refinement by a Smith–Waterman algorithm (3). Alignments are presented between each yeast protein and all other yeast proteins, human proteins and proteins from other model organisms. The output is precalculated and formatted to speed its presentation, but updated regularly to remain current.
Most importantly, YPD provides links that are not based simply on sequence similarity. YPD connects proteins with common physical properties or common gene regulation. YPD connects enzymes to their substrates, kinases to their targets, and transcription factors to the proteins they regulate. For example, following links from the PMA1 page for the yeast plasma membrane ATPase (http://www.proteome.com/YPD/PMA1.html, shown in part in Fig. 1), YPD connects to six other databases with relevant information, to 27 different yeast proteins with some relationship to Pma1p, and provides access to further details from 122 research papers via their PubMed abstracts. Via precalculated BLAST reports, Pma1p is connected to the 10 most similar yeast proteins and to homologs in human and model organisms. Via the YPD Search page, an immeasurable number of links connect PMA1 to other yeast proteins that share a common protein property or that share a common keyword from the annotation of their experimental data.

**YPD IS MAKING SENSE OF FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS**

With the completion of the yeast genome in 1996 (4), it was found that about one-third of the yeast proteins were uncharacterized and had no similarity to characterized proteins of other species. The rate at which new proteins are characterized by the yeast research community, using conventional genetic and biochemical experiments, has held steady at about 30 proteins per month (Table 1). While this rate is impressive, it will still be some years before functions of the unknown proteins are discovered. One of the benefits of the complete genome sequence has been a shift in research emphasis toward genome-wide experiments of gene function, including hybridization to high-density DNA microarrays (DNA chips, 5–10), serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE, 11,12), systematic gene disruptions (13–17), systematic studies of protein subcellular localization (15–17), and systematic two-hybrid analysis of protein–protein interactions (18).

These ‘functional genomic’ experiments are rapidly adding new information regarding the functions of all the yeast genes. Such experiments are helping to fill the gaps in the knowledge of yeast biology, and they are helping industrial researchers to find new targets for drug discovery.

Functional genomics experiments typically generate tens of thousands of data points per experiment. The data cannot be reduced to just a few experimental results, necessitating new forms of presentation. Most experiments thus far have been presented as a printed publication, in which only the highlights are discussed, and as a Web site where the full data table can be accessed (see ref. 7 and http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/explore/index.html, for example). As yet there is no standardized means for presentation of this data, and scientists are left with the task of collecting data from various Web sites with no unified presentation platform for the data. Furthermore, these experiments cannot be analyzed in the absence of broader knowledge of yeast genes. Usually only minimal descriptions of each gene are given, leaving each researcher on his own to track the significance of each gene’s change in expression. With 6000 genes and hundreds of data sets soon to be available, there is little chance that any investigator can obtain all the results from these experiments that may be relevant to his/her work. Presentation of functional genomic datasets in the context of YPD would overcome these problems.

This past year YPD introduced the first presentation of functional genomic data integrated into the proteome database. The data, kindly provided by Joseph DeRisi, Vishwanath Iyer and Patrick Brown, describe the effect of diauxic shift on transcript abundance, measured simultaneously for every gene in the genome (7, http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/explore/index.html). These expression data are displayed for nearly every YPD Protein Report, located with other genetic regulation experiments on the Regulation pop-up window (Fig. 2). Here the users can view the data in the context of experimental results obtained by other techniques, and in the context of all of the information known about the protein. Furthermore, powerful search capabilities through YPD allow the user to identify specific subsets of proteins with shared properties, and then refer to the diauxic shift data for each of these proteins. We plan to expand the presentation of transcript profiling datasets, and we actively seek more functional genomic data for inclusion in YPD.

**YPD TITLE LINES™ PROVIDE MEANING TO HIT LISTS**

One of the most frequently encountered difficulties in interpretation of functional genomic data is making sense of long lists of similarity hits. Whether reading a BLAST output or analyzing a genome-wide transcript profile, the problem is the same. The output ‘hit list’ does not contain enough information to scan the list for meaningful scientific leads. Researchers have warned of the dangers of inaccurate or outdated annotation of database entries (19–22). YPD can help by providing access to YPD Title Lines. Every yeast protein is described by a single line, distilling the essence of the protein’s function. As each newly published research paper is read by a YPD curator, the YPD Title Lines are reevaluated, and rewritten as necessary. As a result, the description of each yeast protein is always current. The YPD Title Lines can be accessed by downloading the YPD Spreadsheet (see http://www.proteome.com/YPDspreadsheet.html), and can be used by the academic researcher to interpret functional genomic data, or, with permission, can be used to annotate Web site data or tables for publication. By regularly updating their copy of the YPD Title Lines, a researcher can keep old data fresh, and even find new interpretations of existing data. As more is discovered about the function of uncharacterized proteins, new meaning may be found in old datasets. For example, DeRisi et al. (7, http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/explore/index.html) observed the global repression of the proteins involved in ribosomal biogenesis during diauxic shift. However, since that publication much has been learned about the proteins involved in ribosomal RNA processing. A reanalysis of the transcript profiles for the newly characterized small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) components Nop5p, Nop56p, Cbf5p and Nhp2p shows that each of these proteins is repressed in a fashion seen for the previously characterized snRNP proteins Gar1p and Nop1p (e.g., Fig. 2).

**FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF YPD**

YPD curates all newly published articles concerning yeast proteins and is making a major effort to complete curation of the older literature. In the near future, we will complete the assignment of protein roles, functions and pathways based on experimental evidence in the curated literature, and the proteins will be summarized in Functional Abstracts. Consistent with the principle that yeast is the best eukaryotic model organism, we are dedicated to providing comparative genomic data, as illustrated by the new ‘Related Genes’ protein property field, with additional comparative genomic features to follow. Finally, with the shift in
research emphasis toward genome-wide experiments of gene function, YPD aims to be a repository for functional genomic data from the scientific community. As already shown in the pop-up window for regulations, YPD can present transcription profiles of the yeast genome in a meaningful context. YPD will continue to include additional transcript profiles and other functional genomic data, including the results of systematic gene disruptions, genome-wide two-hybrid screening, and serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE).

HOW TO SUBMIT PROTEIN DATA TO YPD

We appreciate the feedback from our users, concerning new data submission, additions, clarifications and corrections. Personal communications will be cited as such, and functional genomic datasets are especially welcomed. Any correspondence should be directed to ypd@proteome.com or by mail to the address of the authors.

CITING YPD

Authors wishing to make use of the information provided by YPD should cite this article as a general reference for the access and content of YPD.
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